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Highly eﬃcient room-temperature
phosphorescence and afterglow luminescence
from common organic ﬂuorophores in 2D hybrid
perovskites†
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Qidan Ling *b and Zhenghuan Lin *ab

b

Regardless of rapid development of organic room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) originating from
phosphors in crystals, highly eﬃcient and persistent RTP from common ﬂuorophores is very rare. Herein,
1,8-naphthalimide (NI), a common organic ﬂuorophore, is doped into organic cations of 2D layered
organic/inorganic hybrid perovskites (OIHPs) to yield thin ﬁlms and powders with yellow RTP of NI in air.
The triplet excitons of NI are mainly derived from Wannier excitons of inorganic perovskite through
energy transfer (ET) for ﬁlms, and from singlet excitons of NI through intersystem crossing (ISC) for
powder. Consequently, the quantum yield (FP), lifetime (s) and color of RTP can be tuned by changing
the ﬂuorophore and halide in the perovskites, as well as their solid morphology. A white emission,
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comprising the blue one from the perovskite and yellow RTP (FP ¼ 25.6%, s ¼ 6.3 ms) from NI, is
obtained in Br-based OIHPs in powder. Cl-based OIHPs exhibit ﬂuorescence/phosphorescence dual
emission in thin ﬁlms, and yellow afterglow phosphorescence in powders (FP ¼ 56.1%, s ¼ 35 ms). The
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unique performance of the OIHPs with RTP can make them widely applicable in the ﬁeld of information

rsc.li/chemical-science

technology as security ink, and white and afterglow LEDs as single luminescent materials.

Introduction
Room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) materials have
broad application prospects in the elds of organic optoelectronics, chemical sensors, bio-imaging, molecular logic
computation and anti-counterfeit technology,1 due to the longlived triplet states and the long migration distance of excitons.
It is desirable to develop purely organic RTP materials with low
cost, exible molecular design, and easy processing, replacing
their inorganic or organometallic counterparts based on rare
and expensive noble metals.2 However, most organic molecules
cannot emit RTP due to the low intersystem crossing (ISC)
eﬃciency and high non-radiative decay constant of triplet
excitons. Crystallization-induced phosphorescence (CIP),
developed in recent years,3 is an eﬀective method to get organic
RTP materials for orderly molecular packing and multiple
intermolecular weak interactions (including hydrogen bonding,
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halogen bonding and Van der Waals force), which is helpful to
x molecular conformation and to limit the spreading of oxygen
and water.4 Additionally, organic phosphors as guests, physically or chemically doped in various hosts (such as layered
double hydroxides, metal–organic frameworks, the cavity of
macrocycles, steroidal compounds, polymers, and supermolecular gel),5 would yield RTP for the well-designed host–
guest interactions. Despite these amazing works, it is a huge
challenge to develop a simple strategy for constructing highly
eﬃcient and persistent RTP materials based on uorophores,
especially thin lms, which can be widely applied in various
elds by solution-processable methods.
Organic–inorganic hybrid perovskites (OIHPs), combining
organic and inorganic semiconductors at the molecular level,
have received considerable attention recently due to their
advantages of both high carrier mobility and low-temperature
solution processing.6 2D layered OIHPs with a natural quantum
well structure can easily form uniform and dense lms, and
consequently display good thermal stability and moisture
resistance.7 Besides, the rigid inorganic laminate of perovskites
is favorable to produce phosphorescence of the organic part by
controlling the energy transfer from Wannier excitons to triplet
excitons. For example, Koshimizu's group reported a series of 2naphthylmethyl amine-based OIHPs (C10H7CH2NH3)2PbBrxI4x
exhibiting a phosphorescence emission at 10 K.8 Papavassiliou
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and Ema successively observed RTP phenomenon with a naked
eye from layered OIHPs employing 1-naphthylmethyl amine as
the organic cation.9 However, these phosphorescence emissions
at room temperature are too weak to be used in various elds.
Here, we present a simple design strategy to produce highly
eﬃcient and persistent RTP from OIHPs by doping uorophores into the organic part, which can eﬀectively inhibit the
triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA) process (Fig. 1). 1,8-Naphthalimide (NI) is a kind of common uorescent dye. So far, there
have been no reports of its RTP in an air atmosphere,
although Br-substituted NI at the 4-position obtained RTP for
a heavy atom eﬀect induced by Br.5b,g,10 When NI introduced into
Br-based OIHPs (PEPB-NIA) and Cl-based OIHPs (PEPC-NIA),
a white emission of PEPB-NIA including the blue one from
perovskite and yellow one from NI (RTP, FP ¼ 25.6%) was
realized through optimizing the content of NIAB; a yellow RTP
was obtained from PEPC-NIA with the a FP of 56.1% under an
air atmosphere. To the best of our knowledge, the FP of PEPCNIA is the highest value of reported yellow RTP in air. Replacing
NI with other uorophores can also form OIHPs with highly
eﬃcient and persistent RTP in air.
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thus a doping content of NIAB above 30% would destroy the 2D
layered structure of the perovskite.
The photos of PEPB-NIAs under UV light and their photoluminescence spectra are shown in Fig. 2a. The luminescence
color of PEPB-NIA lms gradually changes from deep blue to
yellow, when the doping content of NIAB increases from 0 to
30%. This is ascribed to a new low-energy band appearing at
around 554 nm with two shoulder peaks at about 600 nm and
656 nm. The perovskite lm without NIAB (i.e. PEPB) only
exhibits a sharp high-energy peak at 407 nm which originates
from the free excitons of the inorganic part of the perovskite.11
With the increasing amount of NIAB, the intensity of the blue
emission becomes weak, while that of the yellow emission
becomes strong. It seems that down-conversion from 407 nm to
554 nm takes place. However, the low-energy emission caused
by NIAB is very diﬀerent from that of the NIAB lm at room
temperature (Fig. 2b), but similar to that of NI in toluene at
77 K.10 As a result, it can be inferred that the band at 554 nm
should be assigned to phosphorescence emission, and that it

Results and discussion
Bromine-based perovskite thin lms
Firstly, 1,8-naphthalimide-based ammonium bromide (NIAB),
obtained from 1,8-naphthalic anhydride (Scheme S1†), was
doped into the organic ammonium, phenylethylammonium
bromide (PEAB), to form 2D hybrid perovskite lm PEPB-NIA
with PbBr2 by a solution spin-coating method (Fig. 1). A series of
thin lms PEPB-NIA5, PEPB-NIA10, PEPB-NIA15, PEPB-NIA22
and PEPB-NIA30, where the last one or two digits denotes the
feed content of NIAB in organic cations (the same below), have
been synthesized. A non-doped perovskite lm PEPB was also
synthesized for purposes of comparison. There is only a (00l)
diﬀraction peak found in their X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) plots,
which conrm the formation of highly oriented 2D perovskite
planes parallel to the glass surface (Fig. S1†). PEPB-NIA shows
almost identical diﬀraction peaks with PEPB, which indicate
that NIAB was successfully introduced into the laminate of
perovskites. The diﬀraction peaks of PEPB-NIA30 become blunt,

Fig. 1

Photos under UV light and the photoluminescence spectra of the
PEPB-NIA ﬁlm with diﬀerent contents of NIAB (a) excited at 395 nm, and
NIAB (b) and PEPC-NIAC (c) ﬁlms excited at 365 nm and 330 nm,
respectively. Transient luminescence decays of PEPB-NIA22 (b, inset)
and PEPC-NIA22 (d) ﬁlms measured at diﬀerent emission peaks.

Fig. 2

Synthesis and structural illustration of the doped perovskites.
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originated from the triplet excited states of single molecular NI.
The rigid laminate and lattice of the perovskite can prohibit the
rotation and vibration of NI molecules, and limit access of
oxygen, which contribute to the radiative decay of its triplet
excitons, consequently resulting in the bright RTP.
The RTP of the lms can be conrmed by the transient
luminescence properties of PEPB-NIA5 and PEPB-NIA22. Their
time-resolved transient luminescence decays at 554 nm, 600 nm
and 656 nm are plotted in Fig. 2b (inset) and S2.† All of the
decay curves at diﬀerent wavelengths are recorded using three
discrete exponentials with excellent ts and give a similar
average life time in the range of 4.59–5.94 ms (Table S1†). The
quantum yield (FP) of the phosphorescence (530–700 nm) of
these lms was measured and is shown in Fig. S3.† At rst the
FP gradually rises with the increasing amount of NIAB, reaching
11.4% at PEPB-NIA22. However, the FP of the lm decreases to
6.5%, when 30% of NIAB was doped into the PEPB. The initial
enhancement in quantum yield should be attributed to the
eﬀective energy transfer between the inorganic perovskite and
NI. The decline of the FP of PEPB-NIA30 is caused by the poor
quality of the crystal (Fig. S1†).
The absorption spectra of PEPB, NIAB and PEPB-NIA22 lms
(Fig. S4†) were collected to make clear the main origin of
phosphorescence. PEPB shows two strong absorption peaks at
296 nm and 402 nm, while NIAB mainly displays a band centred
at 340 nm. A combination of absorption of PEPB and NIAB
results in a broadband absorption of PEPB-NIA22 from 250 nm
to 430 nm. Consequently, there should be two possible channels to produce the triplet excitons of NIAB in the perovskite
lm (Fig. 3a): (i) excitation of the perovskite followed by tripletstate energy transfer (3ET);8,9b (ii) excitation of NIAB followed by
singlet-state energy transfer (1ET) and 3ET. However, PEPBNIA22 shows consistent excitation spectra when monitored at
554 nm, 600 nm and 650 nm (Fig. S5†), which are similar to that
of the inorganic part of the perovskite monitored at 417 nm. It
indicates that the phosphorescence emission of the organic
part mainly results from Wannier excitons of the inorganic
perovskite (Channel 1). Ema and co-workers veried that the
triplet–triplet Dexter-type energy transfer from Wannier excitons to the triplet state of the organic part is very eﬀective, and
that the back transfer from the organic part does not occur, due
to quite fast relaxation in the uorophore vibronic band.9b
Chlorine-based perovskite thin lms
To further verify the mechanism of luminescence of perovskite
lms, bromine is replaced by chlorine to obtain PEPC-NIA lm
series (Fig. 1), also exhibiting characteristic PXRD patterns of
2D perovskite lms (Fig. S6†). The absorption and emission
spectra of PEPC-NIA5, PEPC-NIA10 and PEPC-NIA22, as well as
a non-doped perovskite lm PEPC, is shown in Fig. S7† and 2c.
PEPC exhibits a sharp excitonic absorption band from 320 nm
to 350 nm. Upon excitation at 330 nm, PEPC exhibits a narrow
and a wide emission peak located at 344 nm and 585 nm,
respectively. Like reported broadband white-light emitting
perovskites,12 the two bands originate from the free excitons
and self-trapped excitons, respectively.13 Due to the very weak
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Fig. 3 Schematics summarizing the main possible energy transfer (ET)
in PEPB-NIA (a) and PEPC-NIA (b) ﬁlms: excitation (Ex), excitonic
photoluminescence (EPL), phosphorescence (P), and ﬂuorescence (F).
The unit of the numbers is nm. ISC mainly occurs in powder samples.

absorption of the NIAC lm, PEPC-NIA lms show similar
absorption spectra to that of PEPC. However, PEPC-NIA lms
show very diﬀerent emission spectra from that of the PEPC lm.
Although the narrow emission band remains at 344 nm, the
broad emitting peak of PEPC-NIAs is blue shied from 585 nm
to 500 nm, accompanied by three shoulder peaks at 550 nm, 597
nm and 651 nm, corresponding well to the phosphorescence
emission of NI.10 The average lifetime of the three shoulder
peaks of PEPC-NIA22 is calculated to be about 41 ms (Table S2†)
from their time-resolved transient luminescence decays (Fig. 2d
and S8†). The lifetime of PEPC-NIA22 at 500 nm is 13.43 ns,
which should originate mainly from organic singlet excitons of
NIA, and slightly from the trapped excitons of the perovskite.
Interestingly, PEPC-NIAs display excitation-wavelengthdependent photoluminescence properties. Taking PEPC-NIA22
as an example, its thin lm shows dark yellow light and bright
blue-green light under 254 nm and 365 nm UV lamps, respectively (Fig. 2c, inset). The luminescence spectra of the PEPCNIA22 lm excited at diﬀerent wavelengths were measured and
are shown in Fig. S9.† Under the excitation of 340 nm (i.e. the
maximum absorption wavelength of PEPC, Fig. S7†), the
intensity of phosphorescence emission at 550 nm is obviously
stronger than that of the uorescence one at 500 nm. However,
with the increasing excitation wavelength, the peak at 550 nm
becomes weak and disappears at 365 nm excitation, while the
band centred at 500 nm becomes stronger. This suggests that
the excitation of the inorganic perovskite is favorable to the
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phosphorescence emission. The result conrms that the
Channel 1 RTP mechanism of PEPB-NIA (Fig. 3a) is also eﬀective for PEPC-NIA lms.
However, unlike PEPB-NIA, PEPC-NIA gives both uorescence and phosphorescence under the excitation of a wavelength less than 350 nm. When excited at a wavelength more
than 350 nm, PEPC-NIA would mainly yield uorescence
emission at 500 nm. This should be because the 1ET in Channel
2 is invalid in the PEPC-NIA system due to the higher exciton
energy level of the inorganic perovskite (Fig. 3b). As a result, the
excitation of NIAC would obtain uorescence. Another diﬀerence of luminescence between PEPC-NIA and PEPB-NIA is that
the intensity of the narrow excitonic emission of the inorganic
part in PEPC-NIA at about 340 nm has little change with the
increasing content of the doped organic cation (Fig. 2c). It
should be attributed to the existence of a self-trapped state in
the inorganic lattice (Fig. 3b).12 In the case of PEPC without
NIAC, most Wannier excitons spontaneously transfer to the
trapped state to yield a weak and wide emission band. When
doping NIAC into perovskites, the triplet state of NIAC competes
with the trapped state and shares the Wannier excitons through
3
ET (Channel 1). As a result, the increases of the doping amount
of NIAC improve the intensity of phosphorescence, but do not
change much the intensity of the excitonic emission of the
inorganic part of the perovskite. Just because of the existence of
trapped state, the eﬃciency of energy transfer from Wannier
excitons to triplet excitons in PEPC-NIAs is lower than that in
PEPB-NIAs, which results in a low luminescence quantum yield
(4.21%) of PEPC-NIA22.
Applications of perovskites as ink
Due to the excitation-wavelength-dependent photoluminescence
properties of PEPC-NIA22, it can be employed as security ink to
realize the encryption and decryption of data. For example, four
letters ‘FJNU’ were rst handwritten on a glass sheet by using
PEPC-NIA22 as ink, and then twelve other letters were written by
using NIAB as ink to form four words ‘FOOD’, ‘Jack’, ‘Nice’ and
‘Urge’, and to complete the encrypting process for their same
emitting color under a 365 nm UV lamp (Fig. 4a). However,
‘FJNU’ can be recognized for exhibiting a diﬀerent emission
color from other letters upon 254 nm UV irradiation. The glass
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substrate was substituted by paper to expand the application of
PEPC-NIA22 as security ink. Interestingly, the ink on the paper
shows a very diﬀerent luminescence color in the oxygen and
nitrogen atmosphere, and persistent luminescence in
the nitrogen ambient. For instance, the Chinese word of phosphorescence written on the paper emits sky-blue light (only
uorescence) in air due to the quenching of yellow phosphorescence of PEPC-NIA by oxygen permeating into paper, but
white light including uorescence and RTP in N2, under
a 365 nm UV lamp. When the UV lamp is turned oﬀ, the word in
the N2 atmosphere displays a yellow light (only phosphorescence) for several seconds (Fig. 4b). Three kinds of luminescent
states can be switched reversibly by changing ambient and
turning on/oﬀ the UV lamp. The emission color of the Chinese
word remains unchanged aer switching the atmosphere
between O2 and N2 ten times (Fig. S10†). Consequently, PEPCNIAs employed as security ink can be applied in the eld of anticounterfeit technology. Taking a name card as an example, four
letters ‘FJNU’ were written at in the top right corner of the name
card (Fig. 4c). The letters are invisible under daylight in air, but
visible in blue light under a UV lamp. When the card was put
into a chamber lled with N2, the letters ‘FJNU’ emitting white
light were recognized under a 365 nm UV lamp. Aer turning oﬀ
the lamp, they give a yellow aerglow emission.
Perovskite powders
The unique properties of PEPB-NIA and PEPC-NIA thin lms
encourage us to synthesize their powder counterparts by
precipitation in acetone. PEPB-NIA5, PEPB-NIA10 and PEPBNIA20 powders also exhibit two emission bands that originated
from free excitons of the perovskite (before 525 nm) and triplet
excitons (aer 525 nm) of NI (Fig. 5a), like their lms. The
emission intensity of free excitons of perovskite powders gradually decreases with the amount of NIA, but is higher than that
of the corresponding thin lms (Fig. 2a). This indicates that 3ET
between Wannier excitons and triplet excitons of NI in powder
is not eﬀective as in lms. However, the FP of powders is
summarized in Table 1 is 2–3 times higher than that of lms,
reaching 25.6%. This indicates that ET between Wannier excitons and triplet excitons of NIA is not the main reason which
caused the high FP of PEPB-NIAs. The improvement of FP

Application of PEPC-NIA22 as security ink: (a) encryption and decryption of ‘FJNU’ hidden in four words under 254 nm and 365 nm of UV
light. (b) Diﬀerent luminescent states of the Chinese word of phosphorescence on paper. (c) An illustration of anti-counterfeit technology by
writing the letters ‘FJNU’ on a name card by hand.

Fig. 4
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Photos under UV light and the photoluminescence spectra of
PEPB-NIA (a) excited at 395 nm and PEPC-NIA5 (b) powders excited at
diﬀerent wavelengths. Photos under UV light and the photoluminescence spectra of LEDs based on PEPB-NIA10 (c) and PEPCNIA5 (d) powders.

Fig. 5

should be attributed to the tighter molecular packing and more
complete lattice in powder than in lms, which can produce the
heavy atom eﬀect of halogens, consequently resulting in ISC
taking place in PEPB-NIA powders (Fig. 3a). PXRD patterns of
PEPB-NIA powders were measured to conrm the diﬀerence of
the packing structure between powder and lm samples. Weak
diﬀraction peaks at 25.5 , 28.5 and 30.8 , corresponding to the
short contact of 3.5 Å, 3.13 Å and 2.9 Å, exist in the PXRD pattern
of PEPB-NIA powders (Fig. S11†). This indicates that the intermolecular distance is shorter in powders than in lms, which
provides a possibility of the heavy atom eﬀect from halogen
bonding between NI and Br. Due to the comparative intensity of
the two bands, PEPB-NIA5, PEPB-NIA10 and PEPB-NIA20
powders display a white emission with a CIE of (0.34, 0.30),
(0.39, 0.36) and (0.42, 0.40).
Cl-based perovskite powders display greatly diﬀerent luminescence properties from their lms. Taking PEPC-NIA5 as an
example, the powder mainly shows a phosphorescent emission
band from 525 nm to 700 nm, whatever the excitation wavelength (Fig. 5b). A yellow aerglow was found aer turning oﬀ
the UV light of 365 nm. When excited at 340 nm which
can excite both inorganic and organic parts of the perovskite,

Table 1

PEPC-NIA5 powder gives a low quantum yield of 2.4% similar to
its lm for the existence of the trapping state. Surprisingly, the
FP of PEPC-NIA5 powder reaches 56.1% upon 370 nm of excitation which cannot excite the inorganic perovskite. There are
plenty of weak diﬀraction peaks at 27.5–33.6 corresponding to
the short contact of 3.2–2.66 Å in the PXRD pattern of PEPCNIA5 powders (Fig. S11†). A short intermolecular distance
makes it possible to form halogen bonding between NI and Cl.
Consequently, the highly eﬃcient phosphorescence of PEPCNIA powders should come from the singlet state excitons
through the ISC process caused by the heavy atom eﬀect, like
PEPB-NIA powder, although the heavy atom eﬀect of Cl is
inferior to that of Br. Through analyzing reported single crystal
data of PEAC and PEAB,11,14 it is found that the volume of a unit
cell of PEAC (2091.85 Å) is smaller than that of PEAB (2268 Å),
which indicates that Cl-based perovskites tend to form a more
compact crystal structure for small Cl atoms. The tight packing
of Cl-based perovskites should be responsible for the heavy
atom eﬀect, and high FP and persistent RTP of PEPC-NIA5
powder. Fig. S12–S15† show the transient luminescence decay
curves of PEPB-NIA and PEPC-NIA powders at the main emission peaks with the lifetime summarized in Table 1.
White and aerglow LEDs
The perovskite PEPB-NIA powders can be used as single luminescent materials applied in UV-driven white white-light emitting devices (UV-WLEDs) due to their broad emission when
excited by 355–385 nm. Powder samples were deposited on
a commercially available ultraviolet (UV) LED which is based on
the AlGaN material system and emits around 380 nm
(Fig. S16†). The loading amount of perovskite powders was
controlled in the range of 30%. Electroluminescence spectra of
the UV-WLEDs based on PEPB-NIA under 350 mA of current are
displayed in Fig. 5c, S17 and S18† with the data summarized in
Table 1. All the electroluminescence spectra cover the whole
visible region from 380 nm to 750 nm, consequently producing
a white emission. PEPB-NIA10 gives a relatively pure white
emission with a CIE of (0.32, 0.36), which is close to that of pure
white light of (0.33, 0.33). The CCT and CRI values of the UVWLED based on PEPB-NIA can be tuned from 5030 K to 12 483
K, and from 73 to 87.
Aerglow LEDs can continue emitting light for a while aer
turning oﬀ the power at night, which gives us a chance to
adapt to darkness. The powder PEPC-NIA5 can be used as

Photophysical data for PEPB-NIA and PEPC-NIA powder
Photoluminescencea

Electroluminescence

Powder

lem (nm)

sav (ms)

FP (%)

lem (nm)

CIE

CCT (K)

CRI

PEPB-NIA5
PEPB-NIA10
PEPB-NIA20
PEPC-NIA5

555
555
555
550

6.46
6.26
6.27
35.1

12.6
18.7
25.6
56.1

431,
433,
440,
385,

(0.27, 0.28)
(0.32, 0.36)
(0.35, 0.40)
(0.34, 0.37)

12 483
6090
5030
5322

87
76
73
75

a

548
533
558
539

Excited at 395 nm for PEPB-NIA, and 370 nm for PEPC-NIA.
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a luminescent material to fabricate aerglow LEDs due to its
long lifetime. Fig. 5d shows the electroluminescence spectra
and pictures of a PEPC-NIA5-based LED. Due to the weak
absorption of PEPC-NIA5 for bands aer 380 nm, the LED also
displays a white light for the combination of emission of the
chip and PEPC-NIA5. When the electricity is turned oﬀ, the LED
can emit yellow phosphorescence for several seconds. The
aerglow time of PEPC-NIA5 in the LED extends to several
seconds. It can be explained by the reason that PEPC-NIA is
further xed by encapsulated silica gel through hydrogen
bonding between the carbonyl group of NI and hydroxyl group
of silica, which can inhibit non-radiative relaxation and
quenching pathways of excitons.15
Perovskites based on other uorophores
To conrm the universality of the strategy producing the
phosphorescence of single molecules, other ammonium salts
1-NTAB, 2-NOAB and NAAC (Fig. 6a) replacing NIAB and NIAC
as luminophors were doped into PEAB or PEAC to form OIHP
thin lm PEPB-NTA15 and PEPB-NOA15, and powder PEPBNTA20, PEPB-NOA20 and PEPC-NAA5, respectively (Scheme
S2†). For the purpose of comparison, PEPB-NTA100 and PEPBNOA100 lms containing 100% of 1-NTAB and 2-NOAB (without
PEAB) were prepared under the same conditions. The PEPBNTA100 lm shows weak orange phosphorescence (FP ¼ 0.4%),
while PEPB-NOA100 has no phosphorescence emission
(Fig. 6b), which are consistent with the reported results.9 The
lifetime of emission of PEPB-NTA100 at 575 nm, 615 nm and
650 nm is measured to be 175 ms, 362 ms and 462 ms, respectively
(Fig. S19 and Table S3†). Aer being doped into PEAB, both
kinds of luminophors emit bright phosphorescence in OIHP
lms in air (Fig. 6b). The phosphorescence emission of PEPBNTA15 locates at 473 nm, 507 nm and 550 nm with a lifetime of
about 3.5 ms, while PEPB-NOA15 shows a green RTP with 4.86
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ms, 4.47 ms and 6.13 ms of lifetime at 514 nm, 544 nm and
595 nm, respectively (Fig. S20 and Table S3†). The FP of PEPBNTA15 and PEPB-NOA15 is measured to be 2.24% and 4.4%,
respectively. In the case of powders, PEPB-NTA20 and PEPBNOA20 give higher FP of 18.6% and 13.2% with the lifetime
located in the range between 3.95 ms and 8.84 ms (Fig. S21,
Table S4†). PEPC-NAA5 exhibits both uorescence at 399 nm
(sav ¼ 5.33 ns) and phosphorescence at 482 nm (sav ¼ 235.7 ms)
with a total quantum yield of 25.5% (Fig. S22, Table S5†). We
note that a relevant perovskite study16 showing an outstanding
phosphorescence yield of 11.2% has been published online just
before submitting this paper. It also conrms the perovskite
incorporated with uorophores is a superior system for RTP.

Conclusions
In summary, an eﬀective and universal strategy is presented in
this work to construct highly eﬃcient and persistent RTP
materials by doping common uorophores (such as naphthalimide and naphthalene) into 2D OIHPs. Due to the homogeneous dispersion in organic host cations, the RTP comes
from the triplet states of the unimolecular uorophores. The
triplet excitons are mainly obtained from triplet state ET of
Wannier excitons and ISC of the singlet excited state. The RTP
can be tailored by the type of halogen atom and uorophore,
and morphology of OIHPs. In lms, PEPB-NIAs with a Br atom
give a strong phosphorescence emission of NI, while PEPC-NIAs
with a Cl atom display dual emission of uorescence and
phosphorescence of NI, and excitation-wavelength-dependent
luminescence properties. In powders, the FP of both PEPB-NIA
and PEPC-NIA is improved 3–10 times, relative to that of their
lms. Lastly, NI is replaced by other uorophores to give blue
RTP and green persistent RTP (s ¼ 0.24 s) in air. This indicates
that doping uorophores into OIHPs is a universal strategy of
designing highly eﬃcient RTP materials.
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